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BI + Agent Value

This is a LiveChat
Excellent for customer service but not a great sales tool.

The Promise

The Experience !

source: Nordtstrom.com website
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BI + Agent Value

This is Oct8ne
The most powerful e-commerce sales tool that allows agents and customers to
see products simultaneously like in a physical store.

The Promise

The Experience !

source: Nordtstrom.com website
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Oct8ne at a glance

• You might think of Oct8ne as an advanced LiveChat.
• That’s true, you could use it exclusively as a LiveChat. It would
give your clients great customer service, but you’d only be
using 10% of Oct8ne’s potential.
• Oct8ne is the first Sales Suite designed specifically to increase
e-commerce sales immediately, progressively, and sustainably
over time.
• In the following slides we’ll explain how Oct8ne works, how to
increase sales, and attain customer loyalty.
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E-commerce challenges

• How to increase sales and attain customer loyalty for
recurring sales without increasing the Customer
Acquisition Cost (CAC)
• In the OFFLINE world: (1) Some stores use the selfservice model where the customer BUYS products
without assistance. (2) Other stores offer help by
means of sales clerks who sell products to their
customers.
• Sales in the ONLINE world are organized exclusively
following the self-service model. If there are sales
clerks, they’re limited to Customer Service where they
can’t make sales because they lack the online tools to
do it.
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First converting suite. Built to sell online

Questions and steps

BI + Agent Value

An e-commerce visitor usually has various questions during the purchasing process, depending on what step
they find themselves on. These questions, if not resolved, interrupt the entire process. Between 1% and 3% of
all visitors that enter the website make a purchase in e-commerce stores without customer service .

The Experience !

The Promise

Comparison
with similar
products

Product search

?

?
Product
evalua5on

source: Nordtstrom.com website
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Second
thoughts
during
checkout

Advantages of
buying at this
store

?

Accessories

?

?

?

Decision
to
purchase

When customers can’t ﬁnd assistance, they abandon their cart and the e-commerce store is put on their
“mental list” as not having customer service, meaning it surely won’t be their ﬁrst choice store in the future.
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Oct8ne brings the best in-store experienceLiveChat
online
BI + Agent Value

Address customers
when they need it
Multi-channel availability

The Promise

The LiveChat is useful for solving simple problems that don’t
visual
deal with the visual aspects of Provide
productsa joint
like shipping,
sale
Visitor
experience
items, discounts, etc. A LiveChat has an important advantage
Re-create in-person interactions
over the telephone in that an agent
can a,end mul3ple
visitors at the same 3me. Another notable feature is through
triggers where we can oﬀer agent assistance when necessary.
Be their personal
shopper

Provide your expertise and
help close the sale

The Experience !

Higher quality experience
Recommend, cross-sell, etc.
Close the deal
abandonment

+

Sales Agent

Customer loyalty
Increase order values
Lower cart
4"

Oct8ne’s LiveChat is the most advanced chat on the
market. Apart from the typical chat features, it’s the
source: Nordtstrom.com website
only one that incorporates a co-viewer. However, it’s
only one of the many possible visitor engagements;
there are other important features that we’ll see later
on.
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The visitor experience
Visual Interaction
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What’s the problem? The only agent support is through chat and voice (telephone calls). An essen5al
component of human interac5on is missing: visual interac3on. Agents and customers ARE NOT SEEING THE
SAME THING OR INTERACTING ON THE SAME PAGE SIMULTANEOUSLY. Agents can only answer certain
ques5ons and as such, many 5mes their help is irrelevant.

?

?
?

?
?

Oct8ne sales generator
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Diagram

Mul3ple engagements that
use all communica3on
channels

The co-viewer using its
own technology

Website
data

Visitors
data

Products
data

Agent’s
data

Actions
data

Sales
data

The most complete and integrated data collec3on, algorithms, and automated systems that help agents
make sales at all 3mes and help the online store con3nuously improve.

Oct8ne sales generator
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The co-viewer

Co-viewer: By opening the Cloud-based co-viewer (developed and patented by Oct8ne), Oct8ne allows
agents and clients to interact in real-5me while seeing products together AS IF THEY WERE IN THE SAME
PHYSICAL SPACE. Agents can show the product, point out speciﬁcs, draw details, recommend other
products or complementary ones, etc. It’s everything you could do as a sales agent in the physical world.

Client experience: Recreate an “in-store” experience to spectacularly improve how companies sell their
products using a synchronized interac5ve visual support system.
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Multichannel Communication

E-commerce stores can con5nue using their preferred communica5on channels like the phone, chat, email,
contact forms, etc with the same employee team. Oct8ne strengthens each of those channels when necessary
with a shared interac5ve visual experience.

+
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Data, Algorithms, and Automated systems

OCT8NE captures the most complete data collec5on of products, images, agent and client ac5ons, and sales. We
record and evaluate relevant data and show e-commerce updates in real-5me. The data allow us to create
algorithms and automated systems that combine our recommenda5ons based on the best prac5ces, allowing
Oct8ne’s e-commerce customers to con5nuously improve.

Website
data

Visitors
data

Products
data
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data

BIG DATA ANALYSIS

PERFORMANCE
ANALYTICS

BEST PRACTICES

Actions
data

Sales
data
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Benefits you will have with Oct8ne
✓ A sustainable increase in revenue from the first month
✓ More sales; increased cart value and reduced cart
abandonment
✓ A boost in up-selling and cross-selling
✓ Decreased product returns
✓ Extended sales beyond visiting the e-commerce store
✓ Ability to enter the e-commerce category with excellent
customer service

✓ Increase revenue from the first month

+ Engagements
Thanks to Oct8ne’s engagement tools ,
Visitor Engagement can rise from 2,5%
of a simple LiveChat up to the 10%.

+ Sales

+ Loyalty

15% of customers who interact
using Oct8ne, end up buying.

- Cart Abandonment
33% using Oct8ne
55% - 80% without Oct8ne

70% of customers aJended using
Oct8ne return to the website
during the next month

+ Average Purchase Value
More products and more value,
thanks to up-selling and cross-selling

✓ Boost up-selling and cross-selling

UP - SELLING: Let’s think about who succeeds in up-selling in stores; the sales clerks.
They’re the ones that show customers products and explain features of a be`er
alterna5ve over one the customer originally had in mind. The new op5on truly meets
the customer’s expecta5ons.
+
+
CROSS - SELLING: Let’s think about who succeeds in selling complementary
products in stores; the sales clerks again. They make sugges5ons, show and explain
complementary products to one a customer chose before.

+
+

REDUCE RETURNS: Agent-assisted purchasing has a lower return rate than
unassisted purchasing. The shared interac5ve visual experience between the
agent and the customer clariﬁes details that aren’t always evident thus avoiding
errors on the buyer’s behalf, which would result in returning the product.

✓ Extended sales beyond visiting the e-commerce store

“Visitors will make mul5ple visits to your site before ﬁnishing a sale. And on their
journey, there are many diﬀerent purchase paths they may follow.
Recent studies on the online buying behavior of over 600,000 consumers across
numerous e-commerce sites show that 75 percent of shopping cart abandoners would
actually return to the site they abandoned within a 28-day period.

👤

Addi5onally, these returning visitors are more likely to ﬁnish their purchase, as well as
make future purchases. In fact, they are 2.3 5mes more likely to do so than new visitors
making ﬁrst-5me purchases.
So keep in mind that your visitors will not buy immediately, and will require a series of
visits and posi5ve inputs and abandoned carts over 5me while considering their ﬁnal
purchase.”
Source :
The Future of Customer Engagement and commerce
November 21, 2014
Online buyer behavior 101: The many paths to conversion

This is the reason why Oct8ne extends the sales process beyond the visit to the
Session Summary sent by email. It also allows the customer to send the link and go
Social Shopping.

✓ No hay misterio! . Es sentido común!

THE OFFLINE WORLD : Think about what happens when you buy something in a physical store.
If you’re an expert in what you’re looking for, you’re probably not going to ask a sales clerk for
help and you’ll make your purchase without assistance. However, if you’re not an expert, or
sometimes even if you are, you might need advice before making a purchase. You wouldn’t buy
best in-store experience
onlinewithout getting help from a salesperson to answer your questions and enable you to
a product
make the right decision. You would look for the store with a sales clerk to resolve your
doubts and help you with the decision to buy.

xperience online

ce

Visitor

+

THE ONLINE WORLD: When you buy a product oﬀ the internet from an e-commerce, you don’t
receive real advice. You can read product ra5ngs, recommenda5ons, comments, etc but many
5mes you won’t be sure which product you would be most happy with or one that would meet your
expecta5ons. Sales clerks can interpret what you really need or want but it’s hard for them to make
sales if the customer is only using a chat or the phone.

+

Sales Agent

INTERACTIVE VISUAL COMMUNICATION: Oct8ne provides agents and customers with a shared
interface to communicate eﬀec5vely. With Oct8ne agents can provide clients with a similar
experience to being in a physical store, showing products, zooming in on an image, using the stylus
Customer loyalty
to mark details, looking for alterna5ves and complementary products, etc. Actually, the customer
order values
andIncrease
the agent
can have almost the same interac5on as they would in a physical store.

Sales Agent

Higher quality experience
Recommend, cross-sell, etc.
Close the deal
abandonmentCustomer loyalty

, etc.

Lower cart
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Increase order values
Lower cart
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contact@oct8ne.com
@Oct8ne_Ecom
www.facebook.com/OCT8NE

